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Dear Parents and Carers

Welcome to this half term’s edition of the Nower Hill News – we’ve had to scratch 

around a bit this time what with the majority of the children being home schooled 

at present, but hopefully we can still bring you a flavour of Nower Hill life.

I hope that you are all keeping well and coping with our continued lockdown; there 

are highs and lows, but I am sure that like me, you can’t wait for life to get back to 

normal. It has felt very strange in school having just a small group of 20 children 

here instead of the usual almost 2000; we really miss the children and can’t wait to 

see them again. That said, we have been so impressed with the children who have 

continued to attend school each day, always smartly dressed in their uniforms, 

perfectly behaved and powering through their on-line work!

With regards to starting to expand our provision, I am sure you have been following 

the press closely. The government issued guidance a couple of weeks ago stating 

that they intended for Years 10 and 12 to have some ‘face to face contact to 

supplement their virtual learning’. Further guidance on this was supposed to be 

issued earlier this week, but we are still waiting. We also await the outcome of the 

scientific tests at the end of next week which will determine whether or not it is 

deemed safe for there to be a return to school for more children. 



I know that we will all have the best interests of our children and staff at heart and we 

will only expand provision when we are reassured that it is safe to do so. In this regard, 

please could I ask you to look out for and respond to a short survey for Year 10 and 12 

parents on your feelings about your child returning to school.

I hope that my weekly updates have helped you to feel connected with the school 

during the closure and I thank you once more for all of the helpful feedback that we 

have received. Until such a time when we can resume school as normal, we will 

continue to do our very best in setting interesting, engaging work for our students and 

ensuring that they have plenty of high quality pastoral resources to promote their well-

being.

I wish all of our families a very happy half term and do continue to keep well.

Louise Voden 

Headteacher



Year 13 Google apprenticeship

In addition to the many excellent university 
offers being held by our Year 13 students, we 
are delighted to share with you that one of  
our students has secured a prestigious
apprenticeship with Google following a 
rigorous selection procedure. Many 
congratulations to Zoe Thomas, we know you 
will be hugely successful!



Building works during school closure
We have taken advantage of the school closure to do some much needed repairs about 
the site. Here you can see the classrooms along George V Avenue having the finishing 
touches put to their smart new rooves. You can see just what a big project this was by 
the comparative size of the workman on the roof. I think the students and staff using 
these rooms will be delighted that umbrellas inside will no longer be required in a heavy 
downpour!



THE ANNUAL NOWER HILL 
SUNFLOWER COMPETITION

It’s that time of year again. The sun is 
shining, so it’s time to start planting 
your sunflower seeds!

Staff and students can plant their own 
sunflower seeds at home. You will have 
until Wednesday 15th July 2020 to send 
a picture of your sunflower to: 
purple@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk

Every student who grows a sunflower 
and submits a photo as evidence, will 
earn 10 points for their House.

The tallest sunflower grown will also win 
50 points for their House.

Mr Nagle has very kindly brought in some 
sunflower seeds for students to plant. If you 
would like a pack, please email 
purple@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk

Have fun and get growing!

mailto:purple@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk
mailto:purple@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk


We are incredibly grateful to our pioneer 6th Form Leaders of the 
Environmental and Wellbeing Committees for a fantastic first year of setting 

down strong foundations for the futures of these important committees.
Tilly McCargo and Amy O’Grady (Year 13), demonstrated outstanding leadership skills in planning our
first ever “Green Day” at Nower Hill, inspiring not only other younger leaders, but most of the rest of
the school in participating in this event. Despite our early and unexpected closure for Year 13, they
have kindly agreed to write a review of the first year, including suggestions for future actions which
we will look forward to embracing under Year 12, Alice Jardine’s, able leadership. This year, Year 10
and 11 prefects will have the opportunity to join the committee as part of the Senior Environmental
Leadership Team.

Similarly, Ariana Ladha and Harriet Lane (Year 13) , ably led the Wellbeing Committee, and were
trained to become Mental Health First Aiders by St John’s Ambulance. They led on a number of
initiatives, including our first ever Wellbeing Week, which ironically ended on the day of school
closure. Nevertheless, they have established strong foundations for the committee and will also be
sharing their future plans under Zia Mirza in Year 12’s able leadership. Once again, Year 10 and 11
prefects will be invited to join these committees if they are passionate about either issue. We look
forward to both committees having real impact for Nower Hill students in the future.

Ms Sabbagh                                                                    



Thanks to Mr Mason being willing to brave the cold during 
winter, we are now seeing the emergence of the most 
beautiful wildflowers at school.  During school on 5th May, the 
students in school were able to use the app, “Picture This”, to 
take photos and identify the following growing alongside the 
front car park: cornflowers, borage, wild mustard, blindeyes, 
stinking camomile, scarlet flax and corn poppies.  Such beauty!

We are also appreciative of 
the students being willing to 
water our many lovely pots 
around the school site.  
Elizabeth in Year 9 is proving 
to be green-fingered, and 
we are hoping that she may 
be considering joining the 
Environmental Committee in 
the future.

Ms Sabbagh



Pets Corner – Rufus the Cavapoo Puppy

Here is Rufus!

He loves his new home and 
loving everyone being at home 
because of lockdown. He has lots 
of toys but his favourite thing to 
play with is a carrot!

Miss Snyder



GROW YOUR OWN

I have had an allotment for 16 years, and luckily tending it is an allowed form of exercise. Just in 
case, at the start of lockdown, I also built some large planters in my garden.

At the end of March, all I had was soil and seeds. With hard work, sunshine and a bit of rain my 
garden and allotment are now growing beans, peas, lettuce, tomatoes, Swiss chard, loganberries, 
strawberries, radish and onions to name just a few. It’s not too late to plant some salad, even if 
you’ve only got a tiny space. Fresh really is best.  Mrs Watson



6th Form Supporting the local 
COVID-19 Appeal

Harrow Carers is an independent charity
dedicated to providing support, training and
advice to unpaid carers.
In recent weeks, to assist the local
community, they have extended their
services to support vulnerable people and
families impacted by Covid-19. They have
relied on the help of many extra volunteers
and we are proud that this team included two
members of our 6th Form, Rajesh and
Bahara.

The prospective medical students responded
promptly to a request from the team at
Harrow Carers and were keen to do anything
they could to help. They were tasked with the
assembly of vital PPE kits and assisted with a
large stock take prior to distribution of
supplies to support local carers. Both
students were praised for their efforts and
initiative taken whilst volunteering.



Examples of WOW WORK in Citizenship 

Year 9 Students have been researching about 

charities and inspirational people as part of the 

online tasks set

Work by Angelina and Diya in Y9







Year 7 have been exploring the physical 
geography of the continent of Africa. 
Whilst learning about the fascinating 
world of rainforests, students were 
asked to create their own mini 
rainforest in a box whilst learning 
about the different biomes in Africa. 
Below are some of the outstanding 
work produced by our very creative 
and talented students.

Khushi  7SH Hana 7KH

Rishi 7KH

Arun 7NN

Dian 7FN 



World Earth Day
Planet Earth is our home,

Here and now we are never alone.
Full of unique creatures and creations,

But we as humans bring destruction and devastation.

From the snowy white poles,
To the underground moles.

From the tropical birds and bugs, 
To the sleeping sloths and slugs.. 

The world is ours as much as it is theirs, 
Belonging to humans and plants and fuzzy bears. 

We are polluting it with our CO2 and plastic,
We need to act before it becomes drastic.

So, to celebrate world Earth day 
Make sure you are kind, 

Pick up your litter
Don’t leave it behind.

By Lewis 7FH

EARTH DAY
Earth Day took place on the 22nd April  and is a day celebrated globally to 
demonstrate support for environmental protection.

This is some of the amazing work Years 7 and 8 have created to celebrate Earth 
day, from fantastic posters, photos of Lockdown Earth and beautiful articulate 
poems to raise awareness about why we need to protect our planet. 

Mahisha 8BH

Tananjan 8SH



Year 7 PRE students have been 
researching Sikhism. Well done Ishanvi, 
Anish, Riana and Syna for these lovely 

pieces of work. 



PE on Social Media

We have been using our social media pages to post PE challenges and Tiktok 
dances that we have been trying at home with our families. We hope you are 
enjoying them! Have a go at learning some of the moves, after the 5th attempt 
it will definitely feel like a work out!



After completing 71km 
running in April, I have 
now decided to set myself 
the challenge to run 
100km in May.

Miss Reynolds  

How PE staff have been keeping active

This year I have set myself the challenge of 
completing my second marathon – The 
Dublin marathon in October. I have been 
using my time away from school to build 
up my fitness.  I try to schedule a long run 
on the weekend, with a few smaller runs 
throughout the week. My target this week 
was to do a long run of 13 miles, so with 
this now complete, I am almost half way 
there! I need all the encouragement I can 
get, so when we come back to school 
please ask me about this challenge to help 
keep me going.
Miss Ward



How PE staff have been keeping active

I began the lockdown by  doing a 30 day Abs Challenge via an app to 
strengthen my core.

I have also signed up to Stava ( the running app) where I am doing a 
weekly 5km and 1mile timed challenge with my hockey club as part of 
our pre-season training.

I am building up to a 10km run in May but concentrating mostly of being 
match fit for the forthcoming hockey season. 

Myself and my wife are doing a twice weekly body attack fitness class by 
Les Mills (a famous fitness instructor) which is an all body workout 
including Cardio, power, agility, strength and core. Hard work but worth 
it.

We also do a long family social distancing walk
to get out of the house and do something together. 
Lastly, I am joining in with my boys’ PE lessons with
Joe Wicks and creating fitness and circuits games 
in the garden.



How PE staff have been keeping active
Like many other 
people you may have 
seen, the PE 
department staff have 
been taking part in the 
Run for Heroes - Run 
5k, donate £5 
challenge. Donating is 
optional, but we 
challenge you to try to 
either walk or run 5km 
at your own pace!



Year 9 GCSE PE

Rhianna – Skilful movement

Poppy – Classification of skill

Two examples of 
fantastic work 
completed by our 
Year 9 GCSE PE 
students. All the 
students continue 
to work hard 
throughout 
lockdown to 
progress with 
their studies. Well 
done Year 9!



Year 10 GCSE PE

The top 5 Everlearner performers since the 
lockdown are:
Kristina
Ryan
Eve
Rashardo
Daniel 

Since the lockdown Year 10 GCSE students 

have spent a total of 68 hours on 

Everlearner!

Eira- Revision flashcards. 



YEAR 8 
FOOTBALL 
2019/20

Congratulat ions to the Year 8 
Football team after a fantastic 
season f inishing unbeaten in 
their Group w ith several 
impressive high scoring w ins!

Player of the season: Michael 
Top Scorer – Bilal 

Most improved – Jamie

Mr Coombs w ishes you 

well going into Year 9 for 

your academic and 

sport ing aspirat ions.



A student’s perspective on learning in lockdown!
During lockdown, many things have changed for most students. For me, one of the most difficult things is trying 

to follow along to the school routine. It’s getting more and more difficult waking up when school starts when I 

just want a couple more hours of sleep. I keep telling myself I’m only going to sleep for 30 more minutes, but it 

turns out to be two hours. However, I have worked to keep myself motivated and I have been able to keep up 

with my school work each day and been consistent with uploading work. 

I’m finding online learning quite fun as I can go at my own pace and take breaks in between when the work 

becomes too straining. Citizenship, in particular, has been the most fun work to do which I look forward to. To 

make us feel more like we’re in a school environment, our teacher has kindly given us audio notes to help us 

understand the topic. This is particularly useful as I can listen to them and follow along as she explains each 

slide. This has made my citizenship homework much easier as I have someone explaining the topics and how 

to answer exam-style questions. All of this is extremely useful as when I come back to school, I’ll be aware and 

up to speed with what I’ve been doing at home. 

Some people have discovered new hobbies during this period, whereas I haven’t. I spend time each day 

meditating to try and reduce stress because of everything going on in the media. It also promotes my emotional 

health so I feel more calm during the day. For me personally, meditating enhances my self-awareness and 

attention span, allowing me to stay focused with all the work being set. Being surrounded by my family all the 

time, we try and socialise as much as we can, even though it’s inevitable. Going back to school is important as 

we need all the help from teachers that we can get, seeing that we’re very close to our exams. Ultimately, our 

teachers have been extremely supportive with trying to recreate our school environment and we hope the 

lockdown gets lifted so we can go back to learning to our full potential. By Ibaado Mohamed in Year 10



A student’s perspective on learning in lockdown!

For me, like many others, I was confused about how to go about my work and structure my day in 

the beginning. However, after a week, I had worked out what timings suit me best so I could 

concentrate and get all the work done. What I love about online learning is that you can work at your 

own pace without the anxiety of not keeping up with everyone and falling behind. Online learning 

allows me to take breaks when I need them and put more effort into my subjects because you never 

know what could happen next year!

The only major difference to my day is that I wake up at 11:30 and sleep late because between 

those times, I am the most productive! However, even though that is true, for my friends and I, 

procrastination is our middle name. It can be really hard sometimes to find the motivation and 

complete the work set but I use my procrastination to my advantage and do all the big mark 

questions and essays at the end of the school day where I have an incentive to finish so I can watch 

Netflix 

Like many others, my hobbies like baking and even doing puzzles have developed and it’s fun to 

work on a project in my spare time. Currently, I’m in the midst of completing a 1000 piece puzzle of 

Britain and it really keeps me busy! My teachers have been amazing and really supportive through 

this lockdown too. My citizenship teacher attaches audio clips to powerpoints to help us understand 

the new content as if we were actually in the lesson! My geography teacher checks up on us and 

makes sure we aren’t bombarded with work, these little things really push me through the day!

Overall, even though I miss all my friends and all the jokes, I'm enjoying the time I take to myself and 

online learning.

Nandita Mathur Year 10



A student’s perspective on learning in lockdown!
We all thought that in 2020 we would have flying cars, however at the moment we don’t even have flying 

planes. We’ve been stuck inside for over 6 weeks and it’s definitely not a holiday we all wanted. 

Online school

Surprisingly, a lot of us have actually missed school despite all those times we would dread it . Online school 

hasn’t been the easiest as a lot of us have lacked motivation and are unable to wake up before 9am. 

However, we have been able to complete the work set in order to ensure we don’t fall behind. Learning from 

home is something I would never expect to have to do but I have managed to make it work. At first I found 

the workload too much but I have slowly adapted to it and I am able to understand the tasks given by my 

teachers. 

Keeping in Contact with Friends

Luckily, we have social media which is a huge platform we can use to contact our friends. I have been using 

FaceTime and house party to keep in contact with them as well as snapchat. It has been quite difficult not 

being able to see them every day as we are not used to this new normality and I have missed them endlessly. 

Lockdown

We’ve been stuck inside for nearly 2 months and a lot of us have been finding it hard. We have had to make 

sacrifices in order for this to work and beat the global pandemic . For example, my dad is always on 

conference calls during the day which means not being able to go downstairs and watch TV. Moreover, a lot 

of us have been bored as we have run out of things to do.  However, a few positives have come out of this 

pandemic such as less pollution which has increased wildlife to come out. I have spent more time with family 

including family that live in other cities through zoom calls. 

By Simran Semhi  in Year 10



Mrs Dodd has 

started making a 

quilt for her 

niece!

Miss Hafizi 

continues to bake 

incredible cakes!

Miss Issa won the 

SES quiz with 

Miss Thompson a 

close second...



DT 

at Nower Hill

HTTPS://3DCROWD.ORG.UK/

https://3dcrowd.org.uk/


Peri Online Lesson Resources
Please check for lesson resources each week from all the Peri teachers

If you have any questions or queries, or would like to submit any worksheets/performance work to 
your Peri teacher, please email peri@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk

mailto:peri@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk


Peri Lessons from September 2020 

• Despite these uncertain times, we do still need to plan ahead for Peri tuition 
for September onwards

• In order for us to request sufficient and accurate hours from our external 
teachers we need to have an accurate indication of need from 
students/parents

• Please complete the Google Form request for information that will be emailed 
home if you intend to continue with instrumental or vocal tuition, or if you 
would like to commence lessons

• Unfortunately, if you do not inform us we may not have sufficient hours 
available to accommodate any late requests

Thank you 

Ms Lyczba



On 1st May, Nower Hill students entered 
the ‘Mind Travels’ Writing Competition. 
They were asked to describe where they 

would like to go if they could be anywhere 
in the world right now…

“The ground is covered by a fresh new layer of snow, the 
mountain bleached white. The sun is shining, bathing me 
in rays of light, constantly broken up by ashen clouds…” 

Zak Kupfer, 7BH

“A slight smile tugging on my lips, savouring that 
dream. I reached out, trying to grasp it, seeking its 

comfort and warmth. As though the only place I was 
safe was in my dreamland…” Lilia Annon, 8NH

“The deeper and deeper you go in the forest, the deeper 
your curiosities will grow. The fresh wooded air will climb 
into your mouth and the taste of its cool will calm you..” 

Raani Rao, 8GH

“The air is fresh with a blissful breeze. Clouds appear 
like candyfloss and the sun is like a stunning yellow 

gumdrop…” Saba Sabir, 8NH

“[…] Now I was on L.A.’s beach of Malibu,
No wait I was in France, no Spain, no Timbuktu.
The dream just got better as it went on and on,
And so I cross my heart and pray – Covid be gone.”

Ishen Dodhia, 9FH



By Sehasa Guruge:

This is a zoo not a factory, 

Just because I am not white you think you can be savage 

Different colours were all held back, so let’s fight back

We broke off our chains and made a new fight

We may look like monkeys to you but we are the LIONS

You may hold me down but I’ll fight back

You may hold me down but I’ll fight back

Your foolish can’t you see 

Because your making us feel like we aren’t somebody.

But let me tell you right now we are the LIONS of North 

London

And we don’t need any sympathy

Mr Manager you are wrong 

We should all be treated equally

We should have equal pay, and we don’t want to work in 

conditions like the zoo.

This is a zoo not a factory

Let me say it again if you didn’t understand me 

This is a zoo not a factory

We are the LIONS

And you are the monkeys

The Task:

Sehasa 8SN was tasked with researching and 

writing a song about the Grunwick Strike, which 

happened  in Willesden between 1976 and 

1978, as part of her History work. The class 

songs were sent to professional musician 

Frank Turner to judge; his latest album is about 

women in history and was recorded in 

Willesden, so he seemed an excellent judge. 

Frank replied, having read all the songs and 

decided that Sehasa's song lyrics were the 

best. Read these lyrics for yourself and see 

how Sehasa captures the nature of Jayaben 

Desai and the strike.

See the link below to the Video Frank recorded 

congratulating Sehasa and the other Year 8 

students for their fantastic song lyrics.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=145g7

mAzc-pJQXHIGrOuCD1uHFWGbBt6g

Year 8 History 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=145g7mAzc-pJQXHIGrOuCD1uHFWGbBt6g


The English Faculty

proudly presents:

POETS’ CORNER

Poems about Identity

By Year 7 & 8



‘My People’ 

- by Yasmine Hossaini  7NN 

Oh where are my people

Who hide behind mountains

Fearing the loss of their lives,

And the destruction of their homes

Oh where are my people,

Who smiled in tears of joy not terror,

Those who laughed in the face of fear

And were not kept in clutches of others

Oh where are my people

Who put peace and justice

Before violence and weapons

And only feared God

Oh where are my people

Who loved me dearly

But now when I call their names

They are nowhere to be seen

Oh where are my people,

As I look around,

Lying flat face on the ground

Not sleeping but dead

Oh where are my people

As I turn around I discover more

Breathless and covered in blood

And tears roll down my cheeks

My people are half extinct

And taken by war and greed

My people are not treated like the humans they are

But killed like the animals they are seen

As I turn around to see who has done this

A bullet digs into my shoulder

Not by a foreigner or a stranger

But by the face of my own blood and flesh.



Oh My Fractured Heart by Ejaz Kirmani 8GN

Answer me this, oh my fractured heart

Why is my soul split in three separate parts?

I know who I am, who I was, who I’ll be

But why, fractured heart, must I pay this high fee?

The land which I live in, oh my fractured heart,

Does feel like it’s been hit, by a freezing cold dart.

But I do cherish memories I have lived through here.

But why, fractured heart, do I still shed this tear?

The land which I lived in, oh my fractured heart.

Where my mother resided, way of the large chart.

Uganda still holds a place in my soul.

But, still fractured heart, my heart does not feel whole.

The land which I’ll be in, oh my fractured heart.

From Uganda, it is extremely far apart.

In India trees tell me to come and roam.

But, oh my fractured heart, why do I still call this place home?

The answer is this, says my fractured heart.

It’s not bad your soul’s split in three separate parts.

You are who you are, who you were, who you’ll be.

So this, beloved human, is a price that is fee.

My heart a crimson beating ball 
of fury,

Bout’ to burst like a volcano,
Full of devastation.

It lies deep in my body,
Heavily guarded,

By the cage of my chest.
Secured and suppressed,

That is my heart.

By Emaad Badshah 

7SN



By Vanessa Andrew 8FH

I am no more than just a person
But I am my unique self
We all try to be the same but it does not work
Why can’t we just accept ourselves

But there is always a doubt in my mind
Will people accept me 
For who I am?
Or will they leave me?

Sometimes I feel chained to sadness
People don’t accept my identity
And torment me till I feel worthless
How do I break away?

The only place I feel happy is with my family 
They accept me 
They love me 
And fill my mind with happiness 

By Priyanka Shah 8FH

Me, Priyanka. What can I say?
Although my name means favourite,
I don’t think I am.
Truth be told, even black cats cross 
the road when they see me.

I wouldn’t blame them,
Once I start talking, I’m like an 
annoying song on loop.
My grandparents think I’m a gem.
But they are easy to dupe.

Sometimes when I open my mouth
To say something nice.
Things tend to go south,
Each time I try to give advice.

My phone is my friend, my ally.
Its with me all the time,
I would surely die.
And miss the annoying chime.



School Library books and DVD Returns

Please do not worry if your library items become overdue. Just return the 

items during the first two weeks when we get back to school. For now focus 

on staying safe and enjoying reading.



Some useful alternatives to a book ...

Here are a few alternative Apps and interactive Programmes out there that might support your 
learning and keep you entertained over the coming weeks hopefully you find them 
interesting/helpful for you to use:
Story time
● Audible have just made a range of their books free for younger readers, including Winnie the 

Pooh and Beatrix Potter books. But there are also young adult books and a section on literary 
classics which includes Moby Dick, Romeo & Juliet, Wuthering Heights, Frankenstein and Jane 
Eyre (read by actress Thandie Newton). David Walliams is also reading a free story every day 
at 11am on his website.

● The National Theatre are bringing some of their best plays straight to your home! Starting on 2 
April with ‘One Man Two Guvnors’ (pictured below), a recording of a play will be streamed every 
Thursday for free on their YouTube channel.

● Google Arts and Culture teamed up with over 2,500 of the world’s museums and galleries to 
offer free virtual tours online. There's the Musee d'Orsay in Paris, New York's Museum of 
Modern Art, Amsterdam's Van Gogh museum and Vienna’s Belvedere to name a few as well as 
our very own National Gallery in London

Games Nights
● Games 4 free
● Huffingpost.co.uklondon-underground-station-name-emoji-quiz
● Home Quarantine Quiz-name the movie
● Home Quarantine Quiz-name the TV programme

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://stories.audible.com/start-listen&data=02|01|Clare.x.Beckett@marks-and-spencer.com|549aa348140040385fa308d7d278b4b7|bd5c671373994b31be7978f2d078e543|1|0|637209288278090206&sdata=nGSUwvVfg2Rgf1%2BtReoVydxib1ZS4h4rxQK8bdcpS/g%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/&data=02|01|Clare.x.Beckett@marks-and-spencer.com|549aa348140040385fa308d7d278b4b7|bd5c671373994b31be7978f2d078e543|1|0|637209288278090206&sdata=36Ema9Gagcr%2BwF0f5nIxgQOQmUB3CYNa3nV54Tj3HaE%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUDq1XzCY0NIOYVJvEMQjqw&data=02|01|Clare.x.Beckett@marks-and-spencer.com|549aa348140040385fa308d7d278b4b7|bd5c671373994b31be7978f2d078e543|1|0|637209288278060230&sdata=PjbNs1O7A0yhCsUC9HYt2/puJqmptHrtSbsxmfVOnd8%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://artsandculture.google.com/partner?hl%3Den&data=02|01|Clare.x.Beckett@marks-and-spencer.com|549aa348140040385fa308d7d278b4b7|bd5c671373994b31be7978f2d078e543|1|0|637209288278080213&sdata=W1tQvDm7TYPZqSQWe4UH/TJOeupfPq9N8shkop5XYQk%3D&reserved=0


Wildlife Moving in During Lockdown
You may have 
heard about the 
goats moving into a 
Welsh town whilst 
it’s quiet, well this 
fox was spotted 
taking his allowed 
outdoor exercise 
on the school’s all-
weather pitch at 
lunchtime on 7th 
May!  



We have been seeing some fantastic

home learning going on over the last

few weeks. Thank you to all who have

been cooking at home and sending in

your photos and to all the parents who

may have played a helping hand! Here

are just a few of the lovely dishes and

bakes we have received.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNvlHui4Yu4&list=PLgAaxdBOVbYJ7X7HrhKV198UBh0pnaPqq

Avanti House are offering free 30 minute live yoga 
sessions Monday-Saturday via their YouTube 
channel. Videos are also saved so that we can practise 
when convenient.



For all Enquiries please email the Finance Office 
finance@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk or Admin admin@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk

Please note that facilities cannot be hired during the school closure  

FACILITIES TO HIRE AT NOWER HILL HIGH SCHOOL

Facilities to hire at the school include : 
• Sporting Facilities
• Classrooms 
• Halls 
for a variety of events such as parties, wedding receptions, family 
celebrations or meetings……

mailto:finance@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk
mailto:admin@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk

